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(Dial "0" at any time for assistance)
Moved recently?
We want to keep in touch!
Please give your new address (or any status
updates we should know) to Shareholder
Services at 802-257-0236 ext. 821. Thanks!
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What's New at the Co-op!
Fresh Turkeys

Turkeys are arriving for your Thanksgiving meal from
Organic Prairie on Monday, Nov. 18, and Stonewood
Farm on Friday, Nov. 22 and Monday, Nov. 25. All
turkeys will be $2.99 lb and Shareholder discounts
will apply on top of that price.

Prepared Foods For Your
Thanksgiving Meal!
Our Deli will be cooking up turkey, gravy, sides,
gluten free, and vegan options for those who need
smaller and convenient options for Thanksgiving!
These will be found in the Grab and Go section of
the Deli starting the week of 11/25.

Annual Board of Directors Vote
& By-Law Changes
November marks the month in which we vote on
our Board of Director Candidates and bylaw changes.
This year we are excited to have 2 candidates for
2 seats as well as a few bylaw changes. Voting will
start at 8pm on Friday, November 15th and run until
Sunday, December 1st @ 5pm. Look for emails from
us announcing voting, click on the link on our home
page, or vote in store via the web or paper ballots at
Shareholder Services.

Bag-a-Bean
Recipients for
November

Project Feed the Thousands
Turning Point
Mount Snow Adaptive
Sports Program

Saratoga and Ever & Ever

Glass and Aluminum Convenience
Water in the Grab & Go.
Too much plastic. That's what we have been
talking about and what we are hearing from
shoppers and community members. How can
we get rid of it? It's nearly impossible, but
we can make small steps all the time. This
time our grocery team has sourced glass
and aluminum water for our Grab and Go.
Essentially, we will no longer offer 12 oz plastic
water—only glass and aluminum. We know
we can do more, but it's a start. Best bet:
purchase a Klean Kanteen and fill your own.
Seriously, one-time convenience water bottles
need to go away and this is our first stab at
making that a reality.

Staff Recognition
Each month, Co-op employees nominate
colleagues they want to honor, and a
committee comes together to vote on a
winner. This month Ruth Garbus was
selected for her outstanding customer
service. Recently, she supported a
customer with a special order and we
received the feedback that Ruth “went
out of her way to make sure they got
what they needed, and did an excellent
job offering great customer service.”

Co-op Gifts

from the GM

P

eople initially come into
cooperatives for a variety
of reasons. Sometimes, they
come looking for health reasons.
Typically, a conversation with
a health provider engenders a
search for a supplement, a food
replacement, a lifestyle change. In
some towns, this may only go as
far as a visit to a national chain that
sells mostly supplements and has
little customer service. We don’t
have any of those types of stores
nearby, so the Brattleboro Food
Co-op is frequently the go-to
place for this discovery process.

Thank goodness. Because at the
Co-op, we have a helpful and kind
staff that often assesses people
wherever they are, and gently
brings them to the options that we
have available to meet their needs.
These conversations are key to the
Co-op difference. We hear about
them through feedback and incidental conversations, where this or
that staff member is fondly praised
for such-and-such interactions, that
not only met the stated need but
also eased that customer into other
supportive lifestyle changes, and in
so doing, introduced the customer
to other parts of the store, and
sometimes other people.
I recently attended a conference
where an information technology
specialist talked about some of
the latest shiny advances in food
retailing. Some of these are very
familiar to you—like the continued
development of self-checkouts—
and some less so—like grocery
store robots that manage inventory, cruise the aisles for spills,
and occasionally are perceived to

chase children in the aisles (some
think these machines are creepy,
despite the googly eyes they sport).
In theory (you may have heard this
before), these robots and enhanced
checkout stations allow employees
to spend more time on customer
service.
Maybe, but I wouldn’t count on it.
I think that as we engage you in the
aisles, whether about a supplement,
a cheese, or a new unfamiliar tropical fruit, we are making a human
connection that inevitably leads to
more information, related interest,
and—perhaps most importantly—a
moment of calm focus, something
we have to work at finding now in
this digital age.
As time passes, this new
customer may become used to
asking questions, intrigued and
empowered by the wealth of information available throughout the
store and among the staff, and, little
by little, we establish an important
relationship that helps to add positive notes to our days. I hear it all
the time. “This is my family.” “I love
seeing S___, she always helps me
out, no matter what my questions
are.” “Oh, good, so glad to see
you. Can I have a hug?” And we are
there when a family member gets
sick, needs groceries, or loses a
health struggle. This is your Co-op,
and the things that really matter
here are these community strands
that are so important to our quality
of life.
We don’t always value them,
these little gifts that you will only
reliably find in our Co-op. But
in this season of gratitude, we

Sabine Rhyne, General Manager

have yet another opportunity to
acknowledge those parts of our
lives that enrich us and give us the
ability to face the darker, more difficult challenges.
Speaking of opportunities, the
restorative justice option that
the Co-op, the Windham County
State’s Attorney, the Brattleboro
Police Department, and the Brattleboro Community Justice Center
have collaborated on since last
fall has been deemed a success.
To remind you, this is an option
police officers can offer someone
who is potentially being charged
with retail theft that, if taken and
followed through, avoids the justice
system in favor of social contracts
and support in dealing with underlying causes of theft. As a Co-op
member, you can volunteer to sit
on these panels to assist someone
who has broken the law in finding a

path to a different choice. This past
year, four of the fourteen people
who were referred successfully
completed the program and one
is still in process. That’s a pretty
high success rate, especially in
light of the difficulty the officers
experience making contact with
some of the population. Want to
know more? Contact the BCJC
at 802-251-8141. Remember that
the Co-op will award work credits
for your time. Gifts come in many
packages.

See you in the aisles!
Sabine

Sabine Rhyne
SabineR@brattleborofoodcoop.coop
802 257-0236 x801

Annual Meeting

November 15th, 6 – 9 pm

New England Youth Theatre

Schedule of Events
6pm: Arrival, dinner, and mingling
7pm: Kids activities by NECCA
7pm: Business meeting
8-9pm: Panel Discussion on Co-op
8pm: Voting Starts

Look for more details in store and on our website.
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VOTING

Board of Directors Report

for the
Brattleboro Food
Co-op

Board of
Directors
& Bylaw
Changes

starts on November
15th and runs until
December 1st
@ 5pm.

TO VOTE:
brattleborofoodcoop.
coop

Visit our website.
email

Or click on the
voting email we send.

Or submit a paper
ballot in store.
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by Beth Neher

A Welcoming Community

L

ast year I wrote my first
Co-op article on the topic
of a welcoming community.

To recap: In that article I spoke
about my move to Brattleboro.
It was a difficult time in my life,
and I was seeking ways to make
connections and find affiliation.
One of my first decisions was
to become a shareholder at the
Co-op. I learned I could receive a
discount by working two hours a
month. Still groping to find my way
I worked on average ten hours a
week! I didn’t have other commitments and The Co-op was my “go
to” place; I developed cordial relationships with Co-op employees,
especially with those working the
front end. I not only received a
discount for my Co-op shopping, I
also began to find the connection
and affiliation I was seeking. Now I
am a Co-op Board Member!
Maybe I am romantic and naïve,
but I want others to have a similar
Co-op experience. I have made it
my mission to introduce people
who are unfamiliar with the Co-op
to the Co-op. Like many people I
gravitate to the familiar. Whether
it is the food I eat or the company
I keep, I find a certain reassurance
in the known. There are people in
my orbit who have never heard of
a co-op, certainly don’t know it’s
not just a grocery store and have
never head of member ownership.
It is a source of delight to
share my Co-op experience
with the uninitiated. Such an
event happened recently, inside

the front door where the flashsale cauliflower was on display.
Multicolored cauliflower is an
unexpected sight. I explained that
the cauliflower isn’t dyed, and
that watermelons aren’t necessarily red. We had a spontaneous
and delightful meeting. On other
occasions, I have explained the
Food for All program and how
its purpose is to help those with
financial and food insecurity. I shop
the store with this message: We
all belong here.
At our last Shareholder Engagement Committee meeting, Sabine
Rhyne, our General Manager,
suggested we think about ethnic
communities, immigrant communities and non-English speaking
people in this context: what are
the food preferences and the
language barriers of different
constituencies? Can we be proactive and find ways to reach out to
the unseen among us? I accept this
challenge enthusiastically.
I’ve been in Brattleboro for 3
½ years now. I still exist in a relatively small orbit. I am seeking
entrée to individuals and groups
who are not part of the Co-op
community. I have a mailbox at
the Co-op, and you can leave a
message for me with Shareholder
Services. I encourage you to invite
someone you know, who is not
a Co-op patron, to meet you for
coffee in the Cafe. The atmosphere is warm and welcoming,
and it’s contagious. We are most
effective when we practice attraction rather than promotion. The

Co-op is more than a grocery
store! It’s an experience not to
be missed. Let’s do our best to
spread the word and invite others
in. They, and we, won’t regret it.
All the best to all of you as we
approach the season of thanks and
giving.
Mary Bené

The next BFC Board
Meeting is Monday,
November 4th at
5:15pm, in the Co-op's
Conference Room.

`

The Board of
Directors
Visit
brattleborofoodcoop.com
or Facebook to learn
when the
BFC Board
will be tabling
in November!

A Perfect Gift!

Notes
from the October 7
Board Meeting

1. Run for the board!
There is benefit to
both you and the
community when
you engage in board
service.
2. We had an extensive
discussion around
shareholder input and
feedback.
3. Our conversation
helped us to define
what our role is as
board directors.

OverFlow Shelter
MEALS
During January, February, and
March we will be preparing one
meal per month as a Co-op to
feed those friends and neighbors
who stay at the Groundworks
Collaborative Overflow Shelter
during the winter months. Many
of you received Shareholder hours
last winter for helping to cook,
deliver and serve meals. This
year we are seeking your help
again. We will have meal captains,
cooks, delivery folks, servers and
clean-up crew. The meals will
mostly be prepared in our cooking
classroom. If you are interested in
helping this initiative please email
jonmr@brattleborofoodcoop.
coop.

FOOD DRIVE
& CHRISTMAS
TREE SALE
for Ground Works
Collaborative

On December 7th, from 10am–
5pm, for every Christmas Tree
we sell, we will donate $15 to the
Ground Works Collaborative. The
trees are grown by family owned
Bishop Tree Farm in Springfield,
VT. Not interested in buying a
tree, stop in and donate non-perishable food to the Ground Works
Collaborative and the Project Feed
the Thousands campaign. We will
have warm drinks, snacks and a
lively group of people collecting
food and helping to load trees on
cars.

Project Feed the
Thousands
Our neighbors need us!
Throughout November and
December consider donating food, money, or time to
the Project Feed the Thousands campaign. We will
have a collection box near
our ATM.
Also, Project Feed the
Thousands will be featured
on Bag a Bean in November.

Annual Meeting,
Community
& Founders
Discussion &
Kick-off to 45th
Anniversary
On November 15th, we will
host our Annual Meeting at
New England Youth Theatre
starting at 6pm and running
until 9pm. We will offer
dinner, updates from the GM
and Board, and end with a
discussion from a group of
Founders and Shareholders.
This will be the kick-off event
for our 45th Anniversary
which will be a year-long
celebration throughout
2020. Don’t forget, kids ages
5-12 can enjoy free circus
activities provided by the New
England Center for Circus
Arts from 7-8:15 pm. An ASL
interpreter will be on site for
the event's Business Meeting
and Founders Discussion.
Please RSVP for the meeting
and let us know if your kids
will be attending by Monday
November 11th. You will
receive raffle tickets for
prizes. By letting us know
you will be attending, you
will be helping us prepare the
appropriate amount of food.

LOOK FOR

Monthly
SPECIALS
IN STORE

Look for this (purple)
logo in-store for

Every-Day
Low Prices!

Fresh

DEALS
FLYER

Fresh Deals
every
month
during the
week of
the 15th
through the
21st!

Advertise in

thought
FOR

Reach 3000+ people.

Discounts for multiple months.
For rates and information, contact
Jon Megas-Russell at 802 246 2813 or
jonmr@brattleborofoodcoop.coop

Do you have EBT, WIC or SSI?
Ask us about Food for All!

1is0co%
unt !

D

FOOD for ALL
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Producer Month
by Jon Megas-Russell

OF
THE

H

ere at the Brattleboro
Food Co-op autumn
brings reflection.
Reflection on how fortunate we
are to work at a responsible and
community-owned business. To
provide deep gratitude to our
earth for the bounty of food that
we receive and sell each and every
day. These times of gratitude are
ever-present when we take trips
across New England to visit our
local farmers, producers, and
purveyors. This time around it
took Jon in Marketing and Phil
in Meat/Seafood to Misty Knoll
Farms in New Haven, VT. The fall
colors were beginning to boom as
they drove highway and back roads
to the farm. Every turn greeted
them with a new field, farm, barn,
or gorgeous pasture with animals
and crops. It is a delightful ride
that reminds you of how abundant
agriculture is in Vermont. Upon
arrival Rob Litch of Misty Knoll
Farms was the tour guide to share
about the history, practices, and
philosophy that he and his partner
John Palmer take in humanely
raising turkeys and chickens.
During the 1980’s John Palmer
6 | November 2019

(Rob’s uncle) assisted his daughter
in raising turkeys for a 4H project. He raised a total of 20 or so
turkeys in his basement and yard.
At the end of the project he gave
away the ready-to-cook turkeys

to friends and family, generating
amazing responses. Due to the
success of the 4H project he
started a small-scale turkey farm
to see if it was something he felt
could drive the next phase of his

career. To his delight the work
of farming was quite appealing to
him and in 1986 he purchased a
17-acre property and farmhouse
(a property that dates back to the
1700’s). They now own over 400

acres across the whole Misty Knoll
Farms in New Haven, VT. To this
day John still lives in the farmhouse
on the property and mere feet
from their processing and storage
facility. As turkey farming became
more of passion and seemed viable
as a career path, John left his job
as an Electrical Engineer at IBM.
At first John had a lot of help from
friends and family to get the farm
up and running. One of the first
people on staff was his nephew,
Rob, who was shoveling turkey
manure to help pay for his degree
at UVM. In 1992 Rob graduated
from UVM and launched the Misty
Knoll Farms concession stand
which marketed the farm through
the delicious food he served. The
concession stand was not a profitable operation, but did allow Rob
to introduce the farm to Vermonters without a marketing budget.
He met hundreds of Vermonters
at agricultural events statewide; it
was a fantastic long-term investment in the public’s awareness of
the farm. On Rob’s off days from
the concession stand he visited
independent natural food stores
and restaurants across Vermont
to find customers for their high
quality, locally raised and locally
processed turkeys. Rob jokes that
he made so much money selling
food from the concession stand
that he retired from that part of
the business. In actuality he had
to focus his attention on assisting
John in all things related to running
a turkey farm.
Misty Knoll Farms is a unique
poultry farm for many reasons.
While one of the largest producers in Vermont, they are tiny in
comparison to large conventional
poultry farms. In fact, they process
the same amount of poultry in a
year that a conventional processing plant does in a day. As a
responsible small-scale poultry
farm they choose exactly the
right food for their turkeys and

chickens and always purchase the
same mixture of vegetarian feed
no matter the varying price. Their
turkeys’ and chickens’ food have
been largely dictated by feedback
from their customers such as
chefs and independent stores who
helped them settle on a flavor they
enjoy. Furthermore, they raise
the flock humanely by allowing
the birds to grow naturally which
makes them robust and meatier.
They focus on a stress-free and
humane life with emphasis on a
clean, spacious environment with
plenty of fresh air. These areas
support a delectable, happy and
flavorful bird. To this day John
still walks the turkey and chicken
barns every day as it is his ultimate
responsibility to raise their flock.
Rob could not underscore how
important the cleanliness of the
barns is to the health and flavor of
the turkeys and chickens. Explaining that the Avian Flu is a true risk
to their business, the health of
their entire flock, their staff, and
customers, he said they chose to
keep their barns closed to protect
the flock from this illness. Even
so, their flocks of birds have a
spacious and clean place to live
with an abundance of fresh air.
Another unique aspect of their
farm is that they process all of
their poultry in their own facility
which is inspected by the USDA.
Rob was very clear that when
processing and storing poultry
they must be precise with the
temperatures in their facility
and freezers. They focus their
attention to temperature control
throughout the entire process.
They have a tenacity and passion
for detail and during our tour all
areas were immaculate. Because
of their control across all portions
of the farming process they charge
what they believe is a fair price
and distribute only to co-ops,
independent restaurants and
natural food stores. Rob is heavily

involved in processing, delivery
routes, storage, and all things
related to facilities and equipment.
This entire process is a sharp
contrast to large conventional
poultry farms that often have large
corporations who own their flock
and dictate what they are fed and
how long they are raised. Farms
invest lots of money in infrastructure and labor to raise a flock of
birds that they do not own. The
flocks are even shipped hours
away to a slaughtering facility to
be processed. The entire conventional poultry industry is much
more stressful and less humane.
Misty Knoll Farms takes a responsible and local approach to ensure
quality throughout the entire
process.
Just a few years ago, Rob and
John were processing most of
the poultry by themselves and
nearly all of the work from raising
the flock to delivery. However,
over the years, slow and organic
growth has allowed them to
expand their staff. Thus, they take
a deep pride in supporting their
workers not only with living wages
but clean working conditions. For
those staff who move here to
work for them they even provide
excellent housing. They employ
approximately 20 full and part
time staff. They have a desire to
create value for their employees
so that they take pride in their
work. Their staff are a reflection
of Rob and John and this happy
team ensures the high quality that
they seek to offer their customers
at Misty Knoll Farms. Sales growth
has also allowed them to expand
their processing facility. With the
expansion they also invested in
state-of-the-art chilling equipment,
vacuum sealers, extra freezers,
storage facilities and office space.
They also recently acquired a new
delivery truck. Steady growth has
been enjoyed by Misty Knoll Farms
due to expansions at co-ops such

as City Market, Hunger Mountain
and your Brattleboro Food Co-op.
They are very pleased to be
focusing their attention on local,
community-owned businesses.
What does the future hold for
Misty Knoll Farms? A continued
commitment to and focus on their
customers by delivering fresh,
quality delicious and humanely
raised chickens, and turkeys.
They would like to focus more
squarely on raising chickens but
with the Thanksgiving season
being so integral to their business they will always raise plenty
of turkeys. However, they will
not seek growth beyond their
current customers as they enjoy
their volume and organic growth.
Their approach has allowed them
to continue their business in a
responsible manner. They are also
investing in renewable energy. For
instance, they have a large solar
array on their property, and they
hope to continue to expand that
as it allows them to create their
own power and positively invest
in local businesses. Rob and John
are excited about their continued
work as turkey and chicken farmers and their commitment to local
agriculture in Vermont.

Join us on Wednesday,
November 13th from
11:30 am–1:30pm at the
Demo Counter to taste
a roasted Misty Knoll
Farms chicken!
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PROPOSED BYLAW CHANGES

t their June and
September meetings,
the Board voted that
the following proposed bylaw
changes be put forward to the
shareholders for their approval
at the 2019 Annual Meeting.
Proposed new text is shown
underlined, while text to be
deleted is shown crossed out.
CURRENT BYLAW 5.1
TEXT
Section 5.1–Powers and Duties.
Except as to matters reserved to
shareholder by law or by these
by-laws, the business and affairs
of the Co-op shall be directed
and controlled in the interests of
shareholders by a Board of Directors (sometimes referred to in
these by-laws as “the Board”). The
powers and duties of the Board
shall include, but not be limited
to, engaging a general manager
and monitoring and evaluating the
general manager’s performance,
overseeing the operations of the
Co-op, establishing budgets and
fiscal controls, securing good
conditions of employment and
assuring that the purpose, mission
and principles of the Co-op are
properly carried out.
PROPOSED BYLAW 5.1
TEXT
Section 5.1–Powers and Duties.
Except as to matters reserved to
shareholder by law or by these
by-laws, the business and affairs
of the Co-op shall be directed
and controlled in the interests of
shareholders by a Board of Directors (sometimes referred to in
these by-laws as “the Board”). The
powers and duties of the Board
shall include, but not be limited
to, engaging a general manager
and monitoring and evaluating the
8 | November 2019

general manager’s performance
overseeing in the execution of the
operations of the Co-op, establishing budgets and fiscal controls,
securing good conditions of employment and assuring that the purpose,
mission and principles of the Co-op
are properly carried out.

not be associated with interests
adverse to the Co-op. No person
regularly employed by the Co-op
shall be qualified eligible to serve
as a patron director. Staff shareholders who report directly to
the GM are not eligible to serve as
directors.

Section 5.1a–Fiduciary responsibility. Every board member’s
fiduciary responsibility is to all
shareholders.

Rationale for change to bylaw
name: This bylaw is indicating the
eligibility requirements of board
members, not their qualifications. For
the same reason, the word “qualified” should be changed to “eligible”.

Rationale: When this bylaw was
created the Board had responsibility
for “establishing” the budget, “securing” conditions of employment and
“assuring” that the purpose…(etc.)
However, 30 years later, the Board
oversees the General Manager in
these duties.
Rationale for 5.1a: This statement emphasizes the fact that a
staff Board director represents all
shareholders; they are not elected
to represent BFC staff. It's also
a good reminder to patron Board
directors, that they also represent all
shareholders.
CURRENT BYLAW 5.3
TEXT
Bylaw 5.3–Qualifications: To be
qualified as a director, a person
shall be a shareholder of the
Co-op, at least eighteen years
of age, and shall not be associated with interests adverse to
the Co-op. No person regularly
employed by the Co-op shall be
qualified to serve as a patron
director.
PROPOSED BYLAW 5.3
TEXT
Bylaw 5.3–Qualifications Eligibility: To be qualified eligible as
a director, a person shall be a
shareholder of the Co-op, at least
eighteen years of age, and shall

Rationale for removing “regularly”:
This word creates ambiguity. It could
lead people to think that sub workers
are not included, etc.
Rationale for preventing GM direct
reports from serving: The Board of
Directors sees real value in having
board positions filled by shareholders
who are BFC staff. Since it is the
Board’s responsibility to evaluate
the GM’s performance, the Board
sees the conflict of interest as more
significant - and too great - for staff
who report directly to the GM. With
this addition to the bylaw, we avoid
the possibility of having staff Board
directors who are direct reports to
the General Manager.
CURRENT BYLAW 6.6
TEXT
Section 6.6–Action by Consent.
Any action required or permitted
to be taken at a meeting of the
Board or of any committee may be
taken without a meeting if a written consent to the action is signed
by a majority of all directors or
committee members and filed
with the minutes of meetings.
PROPOSED BYLAW 6.6
TEXT
Section 6.6–Action by Consent.
Any action required or permitted

to be taken at a meeting of the
Board or of any committee may be
taken without a meeting if a written consent to the action is signed
given by a majority of all directors
or committee members and filed
with the minutes of meetings.
Rationale: The bylaws have always
provided for a means for the Board
to take action when a meeting is
not possible. This proposed change
clarifies that email is an acceptable
mechanism for documenting consent
for such action. Further, it clarifies
that majority approval—rather than
unanimity—is sufficient, which is in
keeping with the Board’s practice of
majority rule.
CURRENT BYLAW 8.1
TEXT
Section 8.1–Designation. The
officers of the Co-op shall consist
of President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary and such other
officers or assistant officers as
is determined by the Board. The
offices of Treasurer and Secretary
may be held by the same person.
All officers shall be directors.
PROPOSED BYLAW 8.1
TEXT
Section 8.1–Designation. The
officers of the Co-op shall consist
of President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary and such other
officers or assistant officers as
is determined by the Board. The
offices of Treasurer and Secretary
may be held by the same person.
Of the offices, staff directors may
hold only the office of Secretary.
All officers shall be directors.
Rationale: This change will bring
the bylaws into alignment with a
long-standing Board policy, which
is designed to minimize conflicts
of interest in the Board/General
Manager relationship.

CO-OP DELI

Thanksgiving

Available Monday, November 25
Choose from an assortment of delicious

APPETIZERS/STARTERS
DINNER MENU

Roasted VT Turkey Breast*
Toasted Vegan Nut Loaf v/*
Harvest Quinoa and
Wild Rice Stuffing v/*
Apple, Sausage & Pecan Stuffing
Roast Turkey Gravy
Mushroom Vegan Gravy v/*
Tamari Roasted
Brussels Sproutsv/*
Orange Cranberry
Butternut Squashv/*
Green Beans Almondinev/*
Buttermilk Mashed
Red Potatoes*
Yams w/Maple Brown Butter
and Sage*
Craig’s Cranberry Saucev/*
Roasted Rootiesv/*
Assorted Dinner Rolls
*made without gluten ingredients v=vegan

DESSERT OPTIONS

Local Pies and MORE!

Thanksgiving
Turkeys
Taste

Stonewood
Farm
Roasted Turkey!
Fri./Nov. 22nd
2-6pm

LOCAL

2

$ 99

lb

ORWELL, VT

the Co-opnd
Arriving @
vember 22
th
Friday, No
vember 25
o
N
,
y
a
d
n
and Mo
the Co-op
Arriving @ mber 18th
ove
Monday, N

$

2

2 75

$ 99

lb

2 75
lb

lb

No pre-orders necessary or accepted
Shop early for best size selections!
Price reflects 8% Working/Elder Shareholder discount, taken at register.

ALL TURKEYS AVAILABLE
BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22nd
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Shareholder Hours
UPDATE
Here are some updates on
Shareholder Hours for those
recently re-classified as Elders.

TURKEY
ROASTING TIPS
Remove the giblets and cook
separately.
Set oven temperature no
lower than 325°F.
Place turkey on rack in a shallow roasting pan.
For even cooking, bake
stufﬁng in a separate casserole dish, versus in the bird.
Use a food thermometer to
check the internal temperature of the stufﬁng. The
center should reach 165°F.
If you choose to stuff your
turkey, the ingredients can
be prepared ahead of time.
Separate wet and dry ingredients, and chill wet ingredients
(butter/margarine, cooked
celery and onions, broth, etc.)
until ready to prepare. Mix wet
and dry ingredients together
just before ﬁlling the turkey
cavities. Fill the cavities loosely.
Cook the turkey immediately.
Use a food thermometer to
make sure the center of the
stufﬁng reaches 165°F.
Turkeys should be cooked
to 165°F. To check for doneness in a whole turkey, insert
a food thermometer in the
thickest part of the inner thigh
without touching the bone.
To check for doneness in a
turkey breast, insert a food
thermometer in the thickest
part of the breast.
Let the turkey stand for 20
minutes before carving to
allow juices to set. The turkey
will carve more easily.
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Classified as an Elder
Shareholder but choose to
continue as a
Working Shareholder at
65+ years of age:
• Utilize any hours you
accrue by volunteering
in the Co-op or in the
community.
• Donate immediately to
another Shareholder after
hours are worked in-store
or in the community.
Tracked at Shareholder
Service on the Shareholder Services computer.
Please use Shareholder
name and Shareholder #
when the donation occurs.
• Utilize Brattleboro Time
Trade to trade hours for
other services or support.
Online: brattleborotimetrade.org
Classified as an Elder
Shareholder and have
hours saved up for
months or years to
come:
• Donate the hours
to another working
shareholder by stopping
by Shareholder Services.
This is a one-time
decision. You can split this
up between Shareholders.
Please stop in to make
the donation through
the Shareholder Services
Coordinators.
• Utilize them for
other services on
Time Trade. Online:
brattleborotimetrade.org

Feedback Corner:
Attention to
feedback—from you!

CITRUS
We have been receiving
some feedback recently on
the quality of our citrus so
here is the scoop on the
fruit. Most citrus fruit is
available year round but they
are at their highest quality
and deliciousness during
the winter months. For
instance, grapefruit is really
only available from October
to May, mandarin oranges
from November to April.
Navel oranges, while available
from September to June, are
not at their most delicious
and most stable point until
January or February. Lemons
and limes are available yearround but as you may notice,
right now, they are just not
as delicious as in March and
do not have that juice you
normally expect. We do our
best in the Produce Department to review every case
of fruits and veggies by hand
and reject whole cases that
do not smell good, feel good,
and taste delicious. We also
remove any unacceptable
fruits and veggies from cases
before offering for sale in the
Co-op. That being said, keep
seasonality in mind when
you shop for fruit, especially
those that travel a long far
way to get to Brattleboro.

Register Receipts
We are excited to announce a
new option at the registers! After
many requests by customers and
staff, and careful consideration,
we are making a change so that
receipts will not be printed by
default. Cashiers will ask if you’d
like a receipt and happily provide
one when requested. (Please be
aware, our policy for returns is
to have a receipt, so consider this
before declining a receipt.)
We continually look for ways
to reduce waste, and receipts are
an obvious place that can have a
large impact. We’ve made small
changes to receipts in the past;
the savings of 2 inches per transaction have saved almost 20 miles
(an estimated 104,000 ft) of paper
per year since 2018. The smallest
receipts we currently print are
about 4.5 inches long. This new
change could result in over 44
miles (234,000 ft) of paper saved
per year!
You may still want—and need—
your receipt. There may be times
when your cashier even suggests
that you take one. However, we
know that there are times when
a receipt is unnecessary: a coffee
and muffin, a meal you’re eating
in our cafe—some people simply
don’t want or need it!
Our policy is that receipts are
required for returns. If you are
a shareholder, we can look up
purchases by your shareholder
number and a date (or approximate date) of purchase. We do
ask, though, that product be
returned in a reasonable amount
of time.
We are excited to have this
option to offer and to be adding
yet another way to practice waste
reduction and sustainability at
your local co-op!

Classes,
Meetings,
Tastings,
r
e
b
Novem and Events @ the Co-op
FREE CLASS for ADULTS

ATTENTION SHAREHOLDERS

FREE TASTING

CHINESE MEDICINE

ANNUAL MEETING

Mon/Nov 4 • 4:30-6:30pm

WINTER ATTUNEMENT

Fri/Nov 15 • 6-9pm

ANNUAL STONEWOOD
TURKEY TASTING

Come to the Co-op and try our
locally famous, house-made sausages

Sat/Nov 9th • 10am-Noon

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

FREE TASTING

SIZZLING SAUSAGE
th

@ the Demo Counter with Janet.

FREE CLASS for SHAREHOLDERS

SPIN CLASS

Mon/Nov 4th • 5:15-6:00pm
Take a free spin class with Susie
(from Seafood)

@ BODY IN HARMONY Fitness Studio,
2 High Street
FREE CLASS for SHAREHOLDERS

YOGA CLASS AT BODIFIT

Wed/Nov 6 • 9:15-10:30am
th

Shareholders are invited to take this
moderate heat, all levels Vinyasa Flow
Yoga class at Bodhiﬁ t with Kristin.
Arrive early. Space is limited.
@ 22 High Street
FREE CLASS for SHAREHOLDERS

YOGA CLASS

Wednesdays • Noon-1pm
Come to the BFC Community Room
for an inspiring, all-levels yoga class
lead by a different instructor every
week. Bring your own yoga mat and
arrive early. Space is limited.
FREE STORY & SNACK

4 KIDS

Fridays • 10:30-11:30am
Bring the kids to KidsPLAYce
(20 Elliot Street) for a story hour
and a healthy snack from the Co-op.

BRATTLEBORO FOOD
CO-OP MAKES CLASSES
AND EVENTS AVAILABLE
TO EVERYONE IN THE
COMMUNITY!
MOST ARE FREE OF CHARGE!
ALL ARE FUN,
INFORMATIVE,
AND ENGAGING!

All classes require
pre-registration.
To register, stop at the
Shareholder Services Desk,
call 802-246-2821,
or email Shareholders
@BrattleboroFoodCoop.coop.

Learn to prepare for the coming
season (winter) by relating what is
happening in our natural world, to
what is happening in our bodies,
minds & spirits. Learn to care for
yourself with food, self-care, and
understanding. Adults and kids alike
can beneﬁ t from traditional Chinese
medicine teachings. There will be
tastings of seasonal, nourishing foods.
Instructor: Michaela Carder LAc, is a

licensed acupuncturist who specializes in
Pediatrics. She is passionate about teaching
others how to use Chinese Medicine
principles in their daily lives for better health.
@ BFC Cooking Classroom/Community Room

FREE TASTING
MISTY KNOLL CHICKEN

Wed/Nov 13th • 11:30am-1:30pm
Join Jon at the Demo Counter to
taste a whole roasted chicken
from our Producer of the Month,
Misty Knoll Farms.
FREE TASTING
WINE* & CHEESE TASTING

Thurs/Nov 14th • 4-6pm
Stop by to sample* featured
signature wines by Cameleon along
with a paired cheese (also on sale).
*Must be 21+ with valid ID to sample wine
in accordance with VT state law.

FREE CLASS 4 KIDS

FUN FOODS FROM
AROUND THE WORLD
MALAWIAN
SWEET POTATO COOKIES

Thurs/Nov 14th • 3:30-5:00pm
Sign the kids up for this exciting class
where they will explore the language
and culture of Malawi, a small country
in the southern part of Africa.
Best known for the friendliness of
it's people, Malawi has an impressive
geographical diversity as well.
Instructor: Lizi Rosenberg, Education

Outreach Coordinator

@ BFC Cooking Classroom/Community Room

th

6-7pm: Check-in, mingling, and dinner.
7-8:30pm: Business meeting, kick-off to

our 45th anniversary with
Shareholder stories, Q&A,
and rafﬂe.

Fri/Nov 22nd • 2-6pm
Stop by the Co-op and try our
succulent Stonewood Turkey, along
with some "need to have" deli sides!
@ The Demo Counter

7-8:15pm: Kids activities by New England

Center for Circus Arts (juggling
equipment, hula hoops, and
circus coloring for the little kids.

8pm: Board of Director voting and

bylaw voting begins.

9pm: Meeting ends.

Help us with our Dinner
Head-Count and pick up your
rafﬂe ticket for door prizes!
JUST RSVP @ SHAREHOLDER
SERVICES BY FRI/NOV 8 th.

FREE TASTING

@ New England Youth Theatre
100 Flat Street, Brattleboro

DELI THANKSGIVING SIDES

FREE CLASS 4 KIDS

FUN WITH FOOD & ART
TRANSITIONS

Tues/Nov 19th • 3:30-5:00pm
Explore the place where art inspires our
creativity and food mirrors art!

For this class we will meet at the
Brattleboro Museum and Art Center
to view the current exhibit and make
an art project with Linda. Then the
kids will walk up to the BFC Cooking
Classroom/Community Room
to cook/bake something
delicious with Lizi.

Mon/Tues/Wed •
Nov 25th/26th/27th • Noon-6pm
Stop by the Co-op to try a variety of
ready to heat and eat delicious sides
including our vegan/and gluten free
offerings; quinoa and wild rice stuffing, tamari roasted brussels sprouts,
orange-cranberry butternut squash,
and Craig's famous cranberry sauce
to name a few, along with traditional
favorites for the holidays!
CO-OP CLOSED
CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY

Thurs/Nov 28th

Instructors: Linda Whelihan, Educator for

THE CO-OP WILL BE CLOSED
FOR THE THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY.

FREE CLASS for ADULTS

We are thankful for each of our
shareholders, patrons, local
producers, and employees, who
make this Co-op exceptional!

BMAC and Lizi Rosenberg, BFC Education
Outreach Coordinator

INTRODUCTION TO
ACUPUNCTURE CHANNELS

Wed/Nov 20th • 5:30-7:00pm
The acupuncture channels can seem
like a mysterious and esoteric aspect
of Chinese Medicine. This class will
offer a straight-forward overview of
what the acupuncture channels are,
anatomically speaking, with an
opportunity to experience where
these channels are in your body
through some group exercises.
Instructor: Stefan Grace, LAc

Stefan is a graduate of the National
University of Natural Medicine in Portland,
where he completed a four-year masters
program in Classical Chinese Medicine with a
focus on internal Chinese herbs.

PLAID FRIDAY

Fri/Nov 29th
Wear plaid in solidarity for shopping
local! Take a selﬁe while shopping at
the Co-op and put up on Instragram!
#PlaidFriday
SHOP LOCAL SATURDAY

Sat/Nov 30th
Shop Small Saturday encourages
you to shift your shopping to locally,
cooperatively, and independently
owned stores in Brattleboro and
surrounding
local areas.
November
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GM Report: Co-op Gifts
BOD Report: A Welcoming
Community
How to Cook a Turkey
And so much more!

Saturday,
December 7th
C
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AND FOOD DRIVE

All profits benefit
Groundworks
Collaborative.

➘

Look for this logo in-store for

Every-Day Low Prices!

DISCOUNT FOODS
facebook.com/

DottiesDiscountFoods

77 Flat Street, Brattleboro · Open 7 Days

The Co-op will
be closed on
Thursday, November 28th
FOR THANKSGIVING.
Look for this logo in-store for

➘

Sale!

While
s
Supplie
Last!

Dottie's

Rotating Sales!

Co-op Deals circular, coupons, and monthly In-Store Flyer are available at the store entrance and online at BrattleboroFoodCoop.coop

